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About This Game

About
Runeous is a 2 part story. In this episode we introduce the characters and the main plot which will be concluded in part 2.

Each installment is free to play and serve as a beginning for our studio's future products.

This Episode contains roughly 20 minutes of game time.

Story
The story follows a small group of heroes in a world ravished by the wars of its past.

Runestones possessing magical qualities are what fuel the industry, their secrets long ago lost.
Humans research them to unlock their hidden potential.

Overpopulation in cities built for far fewer inhabitants. Homes built atop homes with giant walkways connecting the various
levels together.

The world of Ceir'a faces a new threat. It is here that Leif, a young runic apprentice meets a Jacawi tribeswoman Eme. Together
they must overcome the differences of their people and unite the factions to thwart the rising evil empire. Though not all is as it

seems when the very fabric of nature begins to fall apart!

Characters
The story follows 4 main characters and various 'NPCs' who help the story along. Being a story of 2 parts, we will be introducing

more plot essential characters in the second episode.
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Title: Runeous: Part One
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Novel Tea Games
Publisher:
Lost Fables
Release Date: 28 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8/ 8.1/ 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Great VN based in a typical American suburb that makes the characters easy to relate to as a typical suburban citizen.. This
should be called the Toy Pinball pack. These tables bear more resemblence to the Tomy toy pinball machines from the late-80's
and early-90's than a real table. Look up Tomy's American Pinball for a good example.

The layout, gameplay, sound effects, and art are all very simplified; though these tables do also contain Multi-Ball and Ball Save
features.

Regardless, the quality is excellent. If you're a fan of Toy Pinball machines, or if you want to complete your digital Zaccaria
collection; I'd give these a whirl. If you demand something a little more polished though, I'd pass on these.. Impenetrable,
nonsensical and poorly designed, the interesting concept is not nearly enough to justify the price of this game. The UI is shoddy
to a point that approaches unusablility, basic actions require physically finding poorly defined spots in the city and clicking on
unreasonable small and close together options with no immediate apparent option for keyboard control.

You're rewarded by being punished for every action you take. I've started 3 games and each hits a point very shortly in where no
matter what I do every campaign is a loser, where even if it makes some cash the company is unhappy with the results and pings
my reputation. Why are they unhappy? What went wrong? What can I dod different? When you're gemplay to start consists of 2
advertising options and maybe 2 dozen buildings to advertise on, it should be pretty hard to screw up, not impossible to get
anywhere.

Avoid at all costs.. 10/10 would kill myself. I love love love it!!! It reminds me of classic Mario, my favorite games! I am
confused to why the main character needs soooo much food to survive, but it makes it fun and challenging! Definetly pick the
game up when it's on sale, it's worth your time!

Here is my video of first impressions for the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wjkLZomNr0. What makes a fun game even better? Making the soundtrack free while
other games are charging like 20 bucks for theirs

Thank you Running with scissors :D. Can not recommmend this game quite yet. For an EA game it's really EA... It's gonna need
alot of work before its any fun to play. The economy, resorse consumption, even the passage of time in the game are all out of
wack making it a pretty lame game as of now. I have a enough hours in the game to see that im done with it until some major
updates are done. SAVE YOUR MONEY! But if you're interested check back in a couple months.. For this price, I'd
recommend it. Especially to give to a puzzle-obsessed tween or something.

So I've played through the first 3 cases at this point and my feelings are mixed. I hate the way the character models flop around
with their arms stuck to their sides. I hate the low res still-image pictures used in flashbacks and photos. I hate the overusage of
stock sound effects. I hate how figuring out the culprit in each case comes down to literally one thing that might as well be
pointed out with a giant neon sign.

That last point is my biggest gripe with this game. A good mystery is like a good cup of coffee. It's a balancing act of elements
that, when proportioned correctly, make something amazing. Since the game makes a point to mention how big a deal paying
attention is, there should be a good handful of background events that players will have to pick up on. There should be more
clues hidden in dialogue and more conflict in testimonies. The moment where you can really see how threadbare these "clues"
really is definitely the end of Episode 2.

These complaints really feel kind of silly when I think about how much of this is clearly intended to be a Jackbox-alike party
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game. The wit is there, the multiplayer element is there, the aesthetics are (mostly) there. Having so much of the story dumbed
down for this multiplayer element feels kind of hollow.

If you went into this expecting something inspired by Professor Layton, you'd be about half satisfied I think. The puzzles are
nice (if a bit easy) and the narrator is funny and the characters are colorful. Seriously the Hotel Manager is the best thing about
this game. The story is also pretty decent too. That's where it ends. It's linear, stodgy, predictable, weird to look at, with plot
elements barely tied together. Also the train clips into the track at the beginning. That really bothers me for some reason.. Starts
as a series of flash games with awkward controls.. did not work very disapointed.
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Awesome!!! 4/5. A fun little Bilder game.. overpriced. 50 cent game. I, through a series of complex means of trading items and
figuring out how the item system works, Tied up a little lizard girl, tickled her belly, armpits and toes. Then proceeded to smack
her\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Game of the year award belongs here and no where else.. Issoawesome
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